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Continued on the reverse side

As professionals we plan, design and ex-
ecute processes often relying on experi-
ence to fill in the gaps. We are great vi-
sionaries when finding
a technology and ap-
plying it to the real
world challenges of
our clients and cus-
tomers. At times in the
pursuit of participat-
ing in the develop-
ment of a successful
Electronic Document
Management System (EDMS) solution,
one or more of the critical success fac-
tors fail.

Selecting the document imaging applica-
tion with the highest success rate, design-
ing efficient index and retrieval values,
selecting the right EDMS software and
hardware system and managing the con-
version process are often considered the
major factors of a successful document
imaging and management system.

Although there are scores of information
available on the aspects of these factors,
one of the least discussed, most over-
looked, under budgeted and least under-
stood is Document Preparation and Stag-
ing. This is the most labor-intensive part
of a document imaging conversion, and
if provided by a service bureau, it can be
the single point of failure to its profitable
operations. Companies who have not per-
formed true document preparation ser-

vices will be surprised by the time and
space requirements.

At the onset of the project, a true docu-
ment knowledge expert will need to be
identified. This person(s) will usually
come from the client’s organization and
will have not only expert knowledge of
the files, documents, pages, and items
(other than paper found in files), but also
how these files will appear under the new
EDMS. Service bureau personnel in-
volved in the document preparation func-
tion must draw on all the knowledge of
this person(s) and make an effective
transfer of detailed, file-organization
knowledge.

Service bureau personnel will need to
know the EDMS application so they can
visualize the files and how they are used.
This knowledge will improve the train-
ing element and overall success of the
conversion results. Document preparation
design is the process which identifies
what pages of a document become part
of the EDMS application.

Many hours will be spent on the docu-
mentation of this process. All document
types and versions are identified and cat-
egorized for the conversion process. Ev-
ery document in the physical file whether
converted or not is included in the docu-
ment preparation process. Even docu-
ments that should not be in the physical
files, but appear due to misfilings are in-

cluded and identified with procedures de-
scribing its disposition. The order of each
document type and how it appears in the
scanning process is also detailed in the
conversion procedures.

For example, in a customer bank loan file
EDMS application, typical document
types would be customer loan application,
loan / note agreement, security/collateral
agreement and miscellaneous documents
(photos, receipts). Documents found in
the file that don’t belong could be Cer-
tificates of Deposit and insurance policies.
The loan application document in each file
could look different due to paper form ver-
sion changes, applications taken over the
phone, Internet or other sources.

The collating order of these document
types is important especially if the docu-
ment type is not an indexed value. The
collating order will maintain document
uniformity throughout the conversion and
appear in an expected logical order when
viewed by the EDMS application user.
Page order within the document type may
be important and can be defined so each
page of the customer loan application is
scanned in order and attachments like
credit reports and copies of bank state-
ments appear in a prescribed manner.

Just when you thought the procedures
could not get any more detailed, instruc-
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tions concerning extraction of staples, use
of paper clips, removal of “sticky notes,”
and when to re-copy or enhance a page
for clarity becomes the next challenge to
the document preparation process. A
document preparation process is defined
and recorded in detail for each document
type in the application.

A strategy will need to be designed to prep
varying paper sizes, extreme paper
weights, pages requiring cropping, re-
copying, repair of torn pages and paste-
up of small paper swatches. A review of
sample paper from each document type
will determine various sizes and paper
weights. If a significant volume of simi-
lar pages of different paper types warrants
scanner automatic form feeding, a strat-
egy will need to be developed to manage
this process.

Part of this strategy should include track-
ing the page counts of each different pa-
per type and staging scanners to accom-
modate the separate scanning processes.
Considerations should be made to main-
tain the integrity of these document pages
during the separate scanning processes.
The process of coding indexing docu-
ments will need to be evaluated for accu-
racy and efficiency.

When possible coding sheets and bar
codes should be utilized. Coding sheets
will require more time in the document
preparation process, but yield fewer er-
rors during data entry. When used effec-
tively, index coding sheets can be included
in the document scanning process. They
can also create the index values and then
be discarded from the other scanned pages
at the end of the conversion process.

If physical files need to be returned to
their original state, then a detailed, reas-
sembly procedure for each document type
will need to be defined. These instruc-
tions need to be part of the scanning and
indexing conversion process so any ex-

tra color pages or “sticky notes” to be
inserted as part of the document prepara-
tion process are not scanned or indexed
but still remain intact after the process.

A quality control procedure to verify the
document preparation steps are followed
needs to be designed utilizing indepen-
dent personnel who are familiar with the
application but not part of the detail
preparation process.

Setting the Stage
One critical element of the document con-
version process that gets “no respect” is
Document Staging. Both the conversion
staging and the work environment need
to be considered during the planning pro-
cess. The physical space, electrical out-
let locations, work station surface areas,
and holding areas for file boxes are nec-
essary considerations for an efficient pro-
cess work flow.

Document preparation staging can require
most of the physical space allocated to the
conversion process. Inadequate floor
space can limit the work of personnel and
cause delays in conversion schedules. The
fewer footsteps between document prepa-
ration work stations and document stag-
ing areas the better. Therefore, the loca-
tion of file staging areas should be close
to the document preparation areas but not
too close to inhibit the performance of
preparation personnel.

Allow enough working space to store
documents for at least one-half day of
work and clearly designate holding ar-
eas next to each conversion process work
area. Stackable storage containers effi-
ciently utilize physical space and elimi-
nate unnecessary movement of files in
the staging and preparation areas.

It is a good idea to design a document
staging control sheet that tracks each
batch of documents in a container and
label document storage containers to in-

dicate the document preparation work
completion status. All staging area activi-
ties should be detailed as part of the docu-
ment conversion process plan.

A detailed and well-defined document
preparation and document staging plan
becomes invaluable when beginning the
document imaging conversion. The time
spent in developing the plan will be
gained back many-fold during implemen-
tation. Just like navigating a car with the
accuracy of a “Global Positioning Sys-
tem,” a view of the document prepara-
tion activities and document staging area
will quickly determine how far to go in
order to arrive on time.
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